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Abstract—Solr and MySQL are the ever booming topic of the time. 

And when these two works in collaboration through indexing there 

is nothing to worry about, how will I query to get that particular 

output? Or should I use joins or subquery ?These questions are 

answered if we index solr with mysql. Solr might not be a topic 

which is known by everyone but most of the people are very familiar 

with mysql. So, lets have a quick recap of what solr is?Solr is used to 

avoid the super slowand the problem of not returning hits during 

high level searches(even the more obvious ones).A new venture with 

mysql and solr solved the problem of huge data-sets.There is no 

need to install third-party libraries or plugins to make it work with 

MySQL.(just like in Elasticsearch were in we made use of Kibana 

and Logstash).It is a very versatile and robust alternative that 

makes indexing very easy.This paper makes complex solr very 

simple by instilling the concepts from the scratch, you will get a 

clear picture of what to do and what not to do while indexing solr 

with mysql.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Apache Solr can be rephrased shortly as 

A-The Applications which are built using Apache Solr are 

highly sophisticated and deliver high level performance at the 

customer end. 

P-It is a popular search platform which can index and search 

multiple sites and returns quick results in no time based on the 

search query’s taxonomy. 

A- It provides an easy-to-use and user friendly admin interface. 

C-It is highly centric to text data. 

H-It is highly scalable [4]while using it with Hadoop. 

E-According to the requirement of any particular 

organization,solr is enterprise ready which means it can be 

deployed in any big or small systems.For instance: 

standalone,distributed and cloud environment. 

S-It is a search/storage engine which is highly scalable. 

O-It is optimized to store,search and index large amount of data. 

L-It is layered on top of Lucene’s Java API 

R-It provides a wide range of restful Api’s such as XML, JSON 

and .CSV to enter documents and get results in the same format. 

 

II.TECHNICAL SURVEY 

A.Internal Working of a Search Engine 

There are two different steps to build any search indexes for any 

application which includes: Preprocessing the data and building 

the search indexThepreprocessor extracts and flattens user data 

and then outputs the data into a set of temporary tables inside 

the application’s database. The data in the temporary tables is 

then used by the index building utility to populate the data into 

search indexes by using the Data Import Handler (DIH). 

[5]When there are multiple indexes, each language uses its own 

separate index.The user query is processed for further 

searching.The processed query is later on searched in the 

already existing indexed data.The indexed data is obtained by 

indexing the already existing database.Simultaneously,the 

searched data is ranked accordingly and the result is delivered 

back to the user. Fig1.Working of a Search Engine 
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B.17 Steps to index solr with mysql 

1)Download and Install Java:Download the latest version of 

java from- 

(https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/in

dex.html) 

The following page loads up 

 

 

 

Fig 2.Java Download Page 

 

Click on the red pointed arrow mark and this will take you to the 

download page where in you can select your operating system 

and agree the license agreement and download the zip file. 

The zip file can be executed and java can be installed very easily 

by clicking on subsequent next buttons. 

 

2)Setting up the java environment system variable:Before 

installing java onto your system you can check it by opening the 

command prompt and copy in the following command : 

command: Java -version 

 

This should display the version of java,but if it does not display 

the version of java and shows an error telling,'java -version' is 

not recognized as an internal or external command,operable 

program or batch file. 

It means that either java is not been installed properly or the 

environment variable is not been set. 

If you have successfully installed java and you are still getting 

the same error you need to set the java environment variable.In 

order to set the java variable follow the following steps: 

 

Right click on computer->properties->Advanced System 

Settings->Environment variables->under System variables click 

on Path and click on the edit button .On the other hand navigate 

to the bin folder of your installed jdkfolder,copy the path and 

paste it on the panel and click on ‘ok’. 

For ex:C:\Program Files\Java\jdk-11.0.2\bin 

After doing it click on ‘new’ create a new system variable called 

‘JAVA_HOME’ copy the path in which jdk is present excluding 

the bin folder and paste it in the variable value space and click 

on ‘ok’. 

For ex:C:\Program Files\Java\jdk-11.0.2 

 

3)Download and install apache solr:We have to download 

the[3] latest version of apache solr from the official website: 

(https://www-eu.apache.org/dist/lucene/solr/8.0.0/solr-8.0.0.zip) 

 

4)Download and install MySql:Download the database from the 

following link: 

https://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/ 
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Fig 3.MySQL Installer Page 

 

 

 

Fig 4.MySQL Download Page 

 

5)Download the MySQL Connector:Download the connector for 

[3]connecting solr with mysql from: 

(http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/) 

 

 

Fig 5.MySQL Connector Download Page 

 

When you click on download,automatically the zip folder starts 

downloading, save the zip folder to a desired folder.Solr is 

shipped with a configuration driven contrib called 

DataImportHandler.[2]This provides the means to index 

structured data into Solr in both full and incremental delta 

imports.We can easily extend the DataImportHandler tool 

through various APIs tohandle more complex use cases. 

 

6)Running an instance of Solr:To run solr in your local machine 

we need to open the command prompt and write the following 

command 

command:solr start 

This command automatically starts in a default port number that 

is 8983. 

If we want to specify an explicit port number we can give the 

following command 

command:solr start -p 8984 

See that the above command gets executed properly 

 

 

 

Fig 6.Snapshot of solr start command 

 

To restart solr instance we can use the following command 

Cmd:solr restart -p 8983 

View the solr instance on the localhost by typing in the following 

(http://localhost:8983) 
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Fig 7.Solr Admin Page 

 

7)Set up the database for indexing:To set up the database 

navigate to the mysql command line client  

Create a database called ‘demo’ and create a table called 

‘Student’ under it with fields like Student ID,FirstName,Last 

Name and City. 

Queries: 

Create database demo; 

Use demo; 

CREATE TABLE Student ( 

StudIDint,LNamevarchar(255),FNamevarchar(255),City 

varchar(255),PRIMARY KEY (StudID)); 

insert into Student (StudID, LName, FName, City ) values ( 1, 

'Pai', 'Gurunath', 'Delhi'); 

The table created should look like the following snapshot 

 

 

 

Fig 8.Student Table 

 

 

8)Create the core in command prompt and index this data using 

dataimporthandler of solr:Open command prompt by typing cmd 

in the search bar and navigate to the bin folder of the solr 

installation folder by typing in the following command 

Command:cd C:\Users\solr\solr-7.7.0\bin 

Create a new collection inside[3] the bin folder by typing in the 

following command 

Command:solr create -c corename 

(eg:solr create -c collection1) 

 

 

 

Fig 9.Snapshot of solr create command 

 

A new core called demo gets created 

 

 

Fig 10.Snapshot of the core ‘demo’ which is created 

 

 

This creates a new core within the (server->solr) solr installation 

folder. 

The above command creates a default conf and data folder within 

the core which is created. 
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Fig 11.Snapshot of the folders inside the core ‘demo’ 

 

9)Creating a new folder ‘dih’:In order to mount the data import 

handler jar files we need to create a new folder called dih which 

can be resided anywhere but I have placed it under the solr 

directory itself. 

We need to copy the below two data import handler jar files from 

the dist folder to the newly created dih folder called: 

solr-dataimporthandler-7.7.0 

solr-dataimporthandler-extras-7.7.0 

We need to also add the already downloaded data import 

connector jar file to the newly created dih folder 

The dih directory in the solr folder should look like the below 

snapshot 

 

 

Fig 12.Snapshot of the jar files inside the newly created ‘dih’ folder 

 

10)Editing the solrconfig.xml file:Add the following line of code 

in solrconfig.xml file 

(C:\Users\solr\solr-7.7.0\server\solr\demo\conf) 

 

<lib dir="../../../dih" regex=".*\.jar" /> 

 

 

 

Fig 13.Snapshot of adding the lib tag 

 

In the same file add the following snippet of code 

<requestHandler 

name="/dataimport" 

class="org.apache.solr.handler.dataimport.DataImportHandler"> 

<lst name="defaults"> 

<str name="config">solr-data-config.xml</str> 

</lst> 

</requestHandler> 
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Fig 14.Snapshot of adding request handler code snippet 

 

 

11)Create a solr-data-config.xml file inside conffolder:Now we 

will create the solr-data-config.xml file that is responsible for the 

Data Import Handler configuration. It should have contents like 

the following example: 

 

<dataConfig> 

<dataSource 

driver="com.mysql.jdbc.Driver" 

url="jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/demo"  

user="root" password="root" /> 

<document> 

<entity name="Student" query="SELECT StudID, LName, 

FName, City from Student"> 

<field column="StudID" name="id" /> 

<field column="LName" name="LName" /> 

<field column="FName" name="FName" /> 

<field column="City" name="City" /> 

</entity> 

</document> 

</dataConfig> 

In the above code snippet,Demo is the database which we have 

created.The values for the column attribute in the field tag should 

match the column names in the newly created table(In our 

example Student is the table.StudID,LName,FName and City are 

the column names in Student table.) and the values for the name 

attribute can change according to your preference,but the field 

name for the primary key should always be referenced to ‘id’ 

only.Entity name refers to the table name which is Student in our 

example. 

 

12)Creating indexed structure in managed-schema:Dont edit 

anything in the field tag[3] but we need to add more field names 

depending on the number of columns we have in our 

table(here,Student table) 

Add the field names for all the columns except for the primary 

key column.For any dataset the unique id will have a common 

filed name called ‘id’. 

The values of the name attribute in the feild tag should match the 

column names in the ‘Student’ table.  

For ex: 

<field name="LName" type="text_general" indexed="true" 

stored="true" /> 

<field name="FName" type="text_general" indexed="true" 

stored="true"/> 

<field name="City" type="text_general" indexed="true" 

stored="true"/> 
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Fig 15.Snapshot of managed-schema.xml file 

 

 

13)RestartSolr in the command prompt :command-solr restart -p 

8983 

 

14)Open the browser to view the Solr admin page: 

(http://localhost:8983) 

Select the core ‘demo’ that has been created.  

 

 

 

Fig 16.Solr Admin Page 

15)SelectingDataImport for Indexing data from mysql to solr:In 

order to import data from mysql to solr we need to select 

Dataimport on the solr admin page 

 

 

 

Fig 17.Selecting DataImport for Indexing the data 

 

16) Importing data using Apache Solr:Select the entity that is 

your Student table and click on execute and refresh the status,we 

can see the 5 documents stored in the database is indexed 

successfully. 

 

 

 

Fig 18.Snapshot of the indexed data 
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17) Querying the data using Apache Solr:In order to query from 

the database we need to click on query which is available on the 

left pane of solr admin page 

Retrieve complete data using Apache Solr:If we want to view all 

the details from the database we have to key in *:* in the ‘q’ field 

in the solr admin page. 

 

 

Fig 19.Snapshot of the entire data stored in the database 

 

 

We can view all the 5 student details on the solr admin page 

 

Retrieve specific data using Apache Solr:If we want to 

specifically retrieve a particular value from the database we can 

key in the ‘q’ field using the following  

Column Name:value 

Eg:City:delhi 

The column name is case sensitive 

The value which you key in is case insensitive 

 

 

 

Fig 20.Snapshot of retrieving specific data from the database 

III.CONCLUSION 

This particular quick insight of Indexing Solr helps complete 

beginners to index the data very easily and quickly without any 

pause.The 17 steps which are used to achieve this are very clear 

and crisp to kick a good start in Apache solr.As indexing is one of 

the initial steps while starting with solr,this particular insight will 

definitely help each one of us in solving challenges in apache 

solr.The indexed data can also be faceted for further use in your 

application.On using it further, we can also connect python and 

solr using pysolr for easy and quick access. 
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